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Hello from 6th and 7th Grade!
What a busy quarter we’ve had!
Our God, in His goodness, has given us the only planet we currently know of to have
water present in all 3 states of matter. What a gift! As we progress through our unit on
water, its shape, remarkable qualities, and its necessity for life as we know it, our
responsibility to care for it, and “our common home,” the earth becomes more and
more apparent. Water’s role as a regulator of our climate and the loss of ice caps as
a warning that we need to save it makes us concerned, but we recall the words of
Blessed Elizabeth Leseur; “why complain when we can act?” ...and so we as a class
are navigating what it means to “act;” to care for this home we have been given. What
an awesome responsibility!
As we dig deep into the nature and personality of God through our study of the Creed,
we’ve found it natural to look at our own nature and how we reflect God to the
world. The famous psychologist, Erik Erikson identifies 3 critical developmental tasks
at this age. Asking and answering the question “who am I?” is one of the most
important. It is so tempting, at all ages, but especially in middle school, to twist that
question into “who do others want me to be?” or “what is wrong with me?” I thank
God that we have had the opportunity this quarter not only to work on answering the
first question with the only consistent answer; “God’s Beloved,” but also to expose the
second and third questions as false. We’ve been able to do this academically in
class, but more importantly, we’ve been truly “spoiled” by the opportunity to live and
experience the truth of our Belovedness during 2 retreats where we were able to sit
with the One who made every part of us, whispers the Truth of our being, and dispels
the lies of society. Our Damascus Faith and
Science Retreat was both challenging and
enlightening. So many students have referred
to it in their journal reflections as the highlight of
their spiritual journey thus far. We are now
working to “live” what we experienced. This can
be difficult. Growth requires a lot of “stretching”
and we are growing fast right now! Please pray
for us as we work to grow into the truth of our
Belovedness.
Finally? There are no words to adequately
express my gratitude for our new science
classroom. It is a place of fun, joy, peace, and
healing. I truly believe that future scientists,
and most importantly, healers of our world, are
being formed here. Thank you for creating a
space where Truth can be sought without
physical hindrance and distraction. Thank you
for giving the gift of a place where holy curiosity
can be developed and wonder and awe are
cultivated. I regularly walk into this space and
am humbled by the joy I feel. Thank you, St.
Peter Family!
Kelly Lamb
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A Pilgrimage to the Holy Land
Join Father Jeff McBeth for a memorable 11
day trip to the Holy Land, February 28-- March 10, 2022. We
will walk the actual places where Jesus walked and taught
in Jerusalem, Capernaum and Galilee. We will see where
Jesus was born in Bethlehem, grew up in Nazareth and was
crucified at Golgotha. Our pilgrimage will include all this
and much more.

-

Information pamphlets and registration forms are
available in the Parish Office or in the information center
in the Narthex. https://www.trinitytourtravels.com/
*Deadline to sign up is November 28, 2021
-

-
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All Souls Day
All Souls Day is on November 2nd. This is when we remember the souls of the faithful
departed in purgatory. Purgatory is the place souls go to be perfected before entering
into God’s sight in heaven. Purgatory is common sense because all of us realize that
none of us are saints ready to enter directly into God’s presence, but also we know that
(hopefully) not many of us are so desperately evil as to reject God forever and go to
hell. The faithful on earth can assist these purgatorial souls in attaining heaven though
prayers, good works, and the offering of the Mass.
All Souls Indulgences
An indulgence grants a lessoning of the temporal punishment (purification) souls in
purgatory go through due to sin before entering heaven. To gain a partial indulgence
for those in purgatory you might:
· Visit a cemetery and pray for those in purgatory
· Visit a church and pray for those in purgatory
· Have a Mass said for those in purgatory
·

Other Things to Do
·
·
·

Pray the rosary for friends or family members in purgatory or for the most forgotten
souls in purgatory
Make a poster of all your deceased loved ones and pray for them during November
Have family discussions about death, preparing for death, funerals, and the
Sacrament of the Sick. Visit the cemetery with children. Visits to the cemetery can
be uplifting, calm and peaceful and not a scary event.
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